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Mutualist Practices in Recent Rural-based Contemporary Art

Zhiliang Wang

In recent years, I have been researching a particular type of  contemporary art practice in China, in which artists work in the social environ-

ment and the artwork would otherwise not be complete without the engagement of  the public. The eventual form of  the work is not the 

object to be shown in an exhibition, but documented events or everyday objects that are functional and useable. I call this type of  art prac-

tice “Mutualistic Practice.” “Mutualistic practice” refers to art practices that use a particular geographical area as their primary happening 

site. Within it, artists try to build a specific relationship between that regional space, things and people in different kinds of  forms. “Mutu-

alistic Practice” reflects on the production method by which art is produced. However, it does not limit its discussion to specific systematic 

problems relating to art production, reception, exhibition and consumption, etc. The concept of  “mutualistic practice” that is emerging in 

contemporary avant-garde art practice shows us the effort artists are making in order to bring art back to society, and how artists are mov-

ing their artistic production from studio space into a specific social environment.

Realists observe, comprehend and reproduce other peoples’ lives. They believe that the people, objects and events inside the work are 

reality itself. Modernists meditate and contemplate. They express personal reflections. Historical avant-garde artists turn everyday objects or 

their own daily life into art. They neither reproduce the objective world nor express their own contemplation. The mutualistic practice of  

the Chinese contemporary avant-garde combines realism and concepts from historical avant-garde art. They observe, research social reality, 

intervene in reality, and even merge their own day-to-day life with social reality. Yet, they do not depict real life directly. 

In a broader sense, the mutualistic art practice that happens in a particular field carries the character of  what American art critic Grant 

Kester coined as “Collaborative Art.” Artists “Initiate collaborative projects in a particular region. They engage in extensive interaction and 

collaborative labor. The interactive process itself  is considered as the form of  this kind of  innovative practice. In most cases, these projects 

happen outside the traditional art display arena, such as biennales, galleries, and museums. They are born along with local social groups, 

communities and political resistances.”1 “Collaboration” places too much emphasis on the collaborative work between participants, while 

“mutualistic practice” emphasizes the interdependent relationship between art and the particular region (including space, people and things) 

as a whole. It also has a strong tie with the specifically Chinese social realist tradition, memories about collectivism and the transformation 

of  the social structure led by economic development.  

1. Grant Kester, The One and the Many: Contemporary Collaborative Art in a Global Context (Duke University Press, 2011) 9.
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This essay intends to raise the following questions in an outline for-

mat: How does art approach mutualistic practice within a particular 

region? What kind of  artistic and social structure questions are they 

addressing? And what kind of  problems are we encountering when 

making judgments about this kinds of  practice?

1. RURAL SOCIETY & CHINESE PROBLEMS

Needless to say, the political importance of  rural society in China 

is quite significant. The relationship between art and village society 

had been established before the founding of  the People’s Repub-

lic of  China. Especially at the end of  the 1930s, when legions of  

artistic youth went to Yan An, the complicated relationship between 

Chinese modern art and rural China, as well as with politics, had 

emerged. Another example is the rural-themed art and scar art in 

the 1980s that had a strong connection with the artists’ rural life ex-

perience. However, since the 20th century, the relationship between 

art in China and rural society has mostly been to either mirror 

reality or serve ideology. In recent years, when a group of  contem-

porary Chinese artists choose rural society as their art practice field 

again, their practices relate more to the contemporary urbanization 

process and the development of  the art system. Content-wise, it 

also forms tension with the dominant ideology.   

A mutualistic rural society is some artists’ spiritual home away from 

the urban city. Artists and scholars who had prior rural experience 

identify more with the utopian nature that is projected on the coun-

tryside, because it seems like rural society has not been infected by 

urban modernization. Nature hasn’t been destroyed. Here, truth, 

kindness and beauty can be united as a whole. However, this kind 

of  practice is more inclined towards social experiments in coun-

tryside development, not the contemporary art we want to discuss. 

Artists or scholars are the leaders of  the whole project; they try to 

stimulate the decaying rural society through art, thus improving 

village peoples’ lives. The ultimate result of  this goal is to turn the 

countryside into a spectacle, and thus to raise villagers’ income. 

Yet the paradox of  this countryside renaissance is that through the 

process of  the renaissance, artists may actually slowly destroy the 

blueprint of  the spiritual home they imagined. The Bi Shan Project 

in Anhui province and Xu Cun Village Art Project at Tai Hang 

Mountain are two interesting examples. Scholar Ou Ning and artist 

Qu Yan went there for rural society art practice but faced a similar 

dilemma in the end. The attempt to drive economic development in 

the rural village has a fundamental conflict with Chinese scholars’ 

idealistic visions about nature. 

For the art practice we want to focus on, there are two significant 

points about rural society and suburbs: first, they are the happening 

spaces to which contemporary art is trying to address its questions. 

Secondly, they are the free land outside the art system where artists 

can engage their practices. These two points are two sides of  the 

same coin. In 2008, artist Ji Le built SHI JIE ZI Art Museum in Shi 

Jie Zi village in Gansu province. It was an experiment to transform 

a living space into an art space. In 2012, Jiao Xing Tao and a few 

others founded “Yang Deng Collaborative Art Commune” in the 

mountain area of  northern Guizhou province and carried on art 

practice continuously. In 2014, Cui Can Can curated an exhibition 

called “The 6th Ring Has One More Ring Than the 5th Ring” (5+1 

Project), inviting artists to do field research and create works about 

the rural-urban fringe zone of  Beijing. In 2015, artist Shi Qing 

curated the “Hinterland Project.” He also invited artists to create 

work, but the difference is their practice location is the “hinter-

land,” particularly referring to the cities and suburbs surrounding 

more economically developed regions nearby. There are some op-

erational differences among the four above mentioned projects, but 

the point is that rural society and suburbs are not the last redoubt 

of  scholarly spirits for artists, but a happening field that can reflect 

upon social problems, as well as a free field to evade the conven-

tional art production system. Shi Jie Zi village in Gansu province 

and Yang Deng Zi Town in Guizhou are different from Xu Cun 

Village in Shanxi and Bi Shan Village in An Hui: the former two 

have neither beautiful landscapes nor historical architecture. They 

are merely another common village in the mountain area. These 

kinds of  rural societies can not satisfy the conditions for the artistic 

revival of  the countryside since there is no way to brand them as 

destinations to attract tourists, nor do they meet the traditional 

scholars’ ideal of  a utopian countryside.
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All contemporary mutual practice based in rural society acts on the 

principle of  either revealing or solving problems. Topics include: 

Disappearing Inheritance of  Craftsmanship Caused by Industri-

alization; Elderly People Living Alone in Rural Areas; Farmers 

Adapting to Urbanized Village Transformation; Development of  

the Countryside during Urbanization; Living Conditions of  Migrant 

Farm Workers Who live in Suburban Villages; Unbalanced Eco-

nomic Development During Urbanization Process, etc. 

2. EXAMPLES OF BASIC MUTUALISTIC  

PRACTICE METHODS

a)  Desubjectification

When rural society is chosen as the field for mutualistic practice, 

the question that follows is which method is the artist going to use 

to interact with the chosen region? One commonly chosen way is 

collaboration. Such collaboration is not limited to the artists, but 

specifically refers to works that are collaboratively created by the 

artists and local residents together. The essence of  collaboration is 

to eliminate the artists’ subjective role in the creation, or simply put, 

to take away the artists’ complete control over the work.

With readymades, Duchamp was the first one to unlock the exclu-

sive right of  artistic creation. In the art system, artists gained the 

“hegemony” to make anything a work of  art from then on. But 

in mutualistic practice collaboration, the goal is exactly to break 

such hegemony from the artist. And this is the most political side 

of  such practice. In 2012, Jiao Xing Tao and a few other people 

founded “Yang Deng Collaborative Art Commune.” Collaborative 

communes have a strong historical resonance in China. It was once 

the dominant economic production structure in the early period of  

the PRC. After the economic reform, it no longer fit the needs of  

market-oriented economic development and was removed. At that 

point, the concept of  a commune was equated with “Extreme Left” 

and “ Underdeveloped.” Today, the collective production mode that 

was initiated by collaborative communes has reappeared in the art 

field. The return of  collectivism is artists’ rebellion against individ-

ualism inherent in urban modernization. Through the practice of  

Yang Deng Collaborative Art Commune, such collectivist return is 

aiming towards the closed system of  market-oriented production, 

reception and distribution of  art. Within this kind of  system, artists 

produce their artwork just like factory workers manufacture prod-

ucts. The products are then sold by the gallery, exhibited in the mu-

seum, and eventually are collected. The audience becomes a symbolic 

representation in the whole industry circulation. Rural Carpenter 

Collaborative Project and Feng Dou Hua Museum are two iconic 

projects produced by Yang Deng Collaborative Art Commune. They 

were both created under a collective name. First, a few artists freely 

form a collective. This is more or less the same process in most artist 

collectives. Then, artists unite with local residents. Such unification 

can effectively eliminate artists’ subjectivity, thus setting the form of  

collaboration at the same level of  importance as the final product of  

the work during the art-making process. 

Rural Carpenter Collaborative Project has 5 participating members. 

Each member forms a working group with a local carpenter, and 

they discuss creating a work together. Among the final products, 

there are a few quite interesting ones. For example, one carpenter 

wanted to remake all kinds of  furniture that he had previously 

made. His collaborative artist agreed with the idea but proposed to 

connect all the furniture together. So in the end, we see a child’s bed, 

cupboard, chair and stool all connected as one piece. Another group 

took the measurement of  the size of  a commune member and made 

a moveable cupboard only that member could fit into. This kind of  

working method carries the “equal” relationship that is emphasized 

by the collaborative commune, where the commune members - the 

artist and the carpenter - equally discuss and communicate about 

their ideas. Meanwhile, it also carries a unique aesthetic value. 

b)  Restoring Utility Value

When artists choose objects or architectural space to create their 

works, they also decide to give their works more utility value, in order 

to form a mutualistic relationship with the chosen region. Restoring 

utility value is the most straightforward way to bring art to people’s 

daily life. It’s also responding to the spectacular installation works 

that are most often seen in museums these days. These kinds of  

artworks that have utility value are simple, non-fancy and practical. 

They are not like those gorgeous high-end design products. We can 
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discuss them as art objects merely because their creators bear the 

identity of  an artist. But in fact, these objects have become part of  

local residents’ daily lives. If  readymades and pop art transformed 

everyday object into artworks, then mutualistic practice reverses this 

process. For example, artist Yang Hong’s work from Yang Deng Art 

Collaborative Commune, Family Portrait of  One Single Person, rede-

fined the documentary function of  photography within the interior 

space of  a home environment using the form of  contemporary art 

practice. 

c)  Changing the Nature of  Space – From Living Space to Art 

Space

Turning museums into everyday living spaces, occupingy muse-

ums, or changing the nature of  the exhibition space has become a 

popular practice in the international art world these days. Ever since 

the beginning of  the new avant-garde movement in the United 

States, artists have been exploring the function and boundaries 

of  the museum space as an institutional critique. In recent years, 

Thai-American artist Rirkrit Tiravanija has been actively making 

works that are known for changing the attributes of  the museum 

space. He turns the exhibiting space of  galleries and museums into 

everyday living spaces. Through the mutualistic contemporary art 

practice in China, we find that artists reverse the direction of  such 

practice – they turn everyday living spaces into museums and try to 

bring art to everyday residents. 

In 2008, based on the concept of  space redefinition and social 

intervention, the artist collective Utopian (Deng Da Fei, He Hai) 

had an open call for residential homes in Shanghai and turned 

participants’ apartments into museums. In 2014, Yang Deng Art 

Collaborative Commune renovated a pudding shop owned by a 

carpenter, Mr. Feng, in the town of  Yang Deng. They made banner 

signs, posted notices, changed dining tables, repainted walls, and 

turned the shop into a museum. Remaking the surface of  the dining 

tables was the core part of  the work. Cigarettes, chopsticks, keys, 

etc… these sculpted daily objects on the table looked almost like 

they were real. The artists used the approach of  pop art, making 

daily objects dysfunctional, yet placing them back in the everyday 

living environment. Customers who walk into the shop can appre-

ciate these mundane objects, but they can’t use them. They turned 

the logic of  pop art upside down and brought everyday objects that 

have been transformed into art objects back into daily life in the 

form of  art.  

d)  Happenings

Artists do not produce artworks. Instead, they organize events. 

Artist organize events in a specific region; participants of  the event 

are residents of  the region. There is chance involved during these 

happenings and they are usually public events. Most of  the time 

the artists curate them in order to respond to a particular problem 

in that region. Artist Pei En En organized an electric tricycle race 

in Taopu in Shanghai. Participants were all local electric tricycle 

operators and workers who commute in the Taopu district every 

day. Toapu is a town located at the outer ring of  the highway at the 

edge of  urban Shanghai. The electric tricycle race for a short time 

became a spectacle on the streets. Th electric tricycle is a symbol of  

the economic development gap between Taopu and Shanghai’s city 

center. As stated by the artist, the gap between Taopu and Shanghai 

is getting bigger and bigger. Illegal electric tricycles are not allowed 

to operate in most parts of  Shanghai, but they are quite popular in 

Taopu. The “wildness” of  Taopu makes it difficult to control, but 

also allows more “freedom” to grow on its own.   

3. DISCUSSION

a). Has mutualistic practice surpassed realism?

The mutualistic practice of  contemporary art originates from two 

traditions: one is the realism in painting that became popular at the 

end of  the 19th century; the other one is the avant-garde art that 

started at the beginning of  20th century. As we can see, the critique 

of  the art system and the emphasis on collaboration in mutualis-

tic practice can find its prototype in avant-garde art theories. In 

addition, the conceptual core of  mutualistic practice also shares 

some of  the ideas of  realism. At the end of  the 19th century, 

how to build a close relationship between art and its time became 

an obvious question. Granted, back then the medium of  art was 

specifically referring to painting and literature. Paying attention to 

reality and making works that are relevant to their time for realist 

painters meant reflecting and mirroring social reality in their works. 

Objectively presenting the subject became a working method, 
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which also lead to a series of  changes in the technique of  painting. 

Mutualistic practice also shares another characteristic of  realism, 

which is to pay attention to underrepresented groups. The differ-

ence though is that mutualistic practice has given up using painting 

as the medium, which also means abandoning technical standards 

when judging the quality of  the work. Realist paintings usually 

have two standards for judging a work: one is the painting skill, the 

other ethical. Nowadays, our biggest critique of  realist paintings is 

that they follow  simplistic mirroring reflection theories, and the 

objective reality that they pursue is easily influenced by ideology. 

In realist paintings, the aesthetic is definitely not independent. The 

problem we are facing in mutualistic practice is, besides abolishing 

the painting skills that are required in realist painting, whether the 

aesthetic part has also disappeared? Is ethics the only standard 

that’s left to judge these kinds of  works? This is also a question 

that was raised by American art critic Claire Bishop.

Regardless, what is certain now is that if  mutualistic practices only 

present the final result of  the research or exhibit photography and 

video documents of  the happening, then not only do they fail to 

surpass the realistic feeling provided by realist painting, they have 

also lost the basic aesthetic. How can mutualistic practice other-

wise be more profound than realist works?

b). Has Contemporary Art Kidnapped Sociology (Anthropology)? 

Some of  the mutualistic practice that we have mentioned (also 

referred to by many artists and critics as on-site practice) has 

received many critiques. One of  the critiques regards the methods 

that artists have been using for their practice and its relationship 

with sociology. The oppositional opinion asserts that some of  the 

on-site practices have been using unregulated sociological meth-

ods, and the final research results are unsatisfactory. Furthermore, 

the phenomena and questions raised by the artists are already the 

subject of  mature research results in the field of  sociology. This 

critique has pointed out a big challenge that mutualistic contem-

porary art practice is facing. Some artists consider their personal 

observation of  a field as the work itself, which is contradictorily 

simplifying art. Taking a few photos of  one place, doing some 

interviews, then presenting these in an exhibition space, works 

like this carry neither the creativity that art demands, nor a proper 

sociological research method.

Granted, mutualistic contemporary art practice indeed borrows 

the research methods of  sociology, but only second-rate artworks 

would present non-scientific research result as the artwork itself. 

Sociological research should only be the first step of  mutualis-

tic practice. How to respond to the questions discovered by the 

research should be when the creativity of  art comes in. The works 

we have been discussing have all gone beyond the primary “research 

as art” level. 

c). What Kind of  Relationship has Developed Between Mutualistic 

Practice and the Rural Society?

We have mentioned a few methods of  mutualistic creative practice, 

abolishing the subjectivity of  the artist; rebuilding utility value, 

transforming the nature of  space, and public happenings. Com-

pared with other forms of  art practice, the reason mutualistic 

practice carries more significance is because rather than mirroring 

reality, this kind of  practice is able to establish a specific relation-

ship with the rural space, subjects, history and local residents. So 

the question now becomes: what kind of  relationship are artists 

trying to establish with those key elements of  rural society?     

The relationships which mutualistic practice develops with rural 

space, objects, history and residents are stable and routine. Yang 

Deng Art Collective Commune decided to make a distinction 

regarding several working methods from the very beginning. For 

example, they don’t try to help with poverty; they don’t “send the 

culture to the countryside,” they don’t try to build a new country-

side, etc. These principles that Yang Deng Art Collective Commune 

made intend to prevent artists from abruptly intervening in the 

organic ecology of  the countryside for the sake of  realizing their 

own interests. In order to build a mutualistic relationship between 

art and the rural society, the commune tries to blend in with the 

village first, then bring art in and let it grow naturally. 

Mutualistic practice tries to build an equal relationship with local 

residents where they can discuss and negotiate issues together. If  

the ultimate goal of  art is to influence the consciousness of  the 

viewer, then the primary interactive subject of  mutualistic prac-

tice is the local residents, rather than the museum audience. Rural 

residents are participants in the practice, not tools to realize artists’ 
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personal projects. Regarding this point, what we can see is that in 

some of  the contemporary works that claim to deal with the sub-

jects of  rural society, countryside landscapes, objects and people are 

all merely tools for artists to complete their projects.  

d). Can Contemporary Art Have a Mutualistic Relationship with 

Rural Society? 

To conclude, I want to summarize my points. Apparently, mutualis-

tic practice between Chinese contemporary art and rural society is 

just getting started. There has not yet been a unification of  method 

developed between each project. Here, I have been trying to sum-

marize their similarities, but their differences are probably more 

diverse. Such diversity has shown us the meaning of  mutualism in 

two senses. From a general point of  view, all creations that use rural 

society as their primary happening site are within the parameters 

of  mutualistic contemporary art practice. In a narrower sense, 

only those art practices that intend to keep a long term everyday 

relationship with a particular region can be categorized within the 

mutualistic practice we are talking about. Currently, both of  these 

approaches are facing challenges. 

Mutualistic practice in the broader sense usually has the museum 

space as its second happening site beyond its primary specific 

rural region. When events that happened on the primary site are 

processed and exhibited in the museum space, the mutualistic rela-

tionship between art and the countryside has ended. Although these 

kinds of  works raise questions about contemporary rural society, 

they have the tendency of  consuming the rural. From an ethical 

point of  view, the rural space, people and subjects are merely tools 

to deliver the art concept. There is no new relationship being trig-

gered or established between art and the countryside. 

The narrower sense of  mutualistic practice usually expects to merge 

into the rural society, bringing contemporary art into rural areas, 

and let it grow there. But the reality is that artists are outsiders from 

rural society; how can they make rural residents accept them into 

their everyday lives? How can art avoid forcefully enlightening the 

countryside yet still develop together with the countryside?

Translation: Chen Zou
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